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AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION SENATE

IN THE SENATE OF AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION

Senator  Miles Walker  of  Maryland  introduced the following Bill, which was read twice and
referred to the following American Legion Boys Nation Senate Committee:

a Bill

1 Discrimination by Employers and the Firing of Employees Based Only on Sexuality

2

3 To make the firing of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender workers based solely on their

4 sexuality illegal under law.

5

6 BE IT ENACTED BY THE AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION SENATE ASSEMBLED, THAT

7 a person(s) cannot be fired based on their sexuality. If the firing of an individual who is Lesbian,

8 Gay, Bisexual, or Transgender is found to be based only on their sexuality, a fine must be

9 placed on the company or organization that fired said person(s), and the person(s) is allowed to

10 return to work immediately. 

11

12 The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, or Transgender person(s) who believe they were unfairly fired may

13 present their case to a court of law and be tried by a jury of their peers. Evidence must be

14 presented to prove that the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, or Transgender individual was a

15 reasonably well worker and was fired because of their sexuality. 

16

17 This bill is exempt to religious groups that fire a Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender

18 individual based on their sexuality if it goes against their religion. This right is protected under

19 the First Amendment. Religious groups have the right to employ and fire whoever they choose

20 based on their religious views. If the employer(s) believe that the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, or

21 Transgender person(s)' sexuality goes against the rules of their religion, and believes that it will

22 disrupt the well being of the group and its employees, the employer has the right to fire said

23 person(s). 
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24

25 SECTION 1. The law reads as follows:

26

27 (1) In this section the following words have the meanings indicated.

28

29 (2) "Religious Group" means A set of individuals whose identity as such is distinctive in terms of

30 common religious creed, beliefs, doctrines, practices, or rituals. This group must be recognized

31 by the state or federal government. This group's income cannot exceed the costs of its upkeep

32 and well being of the religious group and its employees.  

33

34 (2) "Company" means any business with 3 or more people. 

35

36 SECTION 2. The law reads as follows.

37

38 (a) The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, or Transgender who was fired based on sexuality must present

39 their case to a court in no more than 30 days after the incident occurred.

40

41 (b) If found guilty of discrimination and unlawful firing of a Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, or

42 Transgender worker, the employer must pay a fine of $10,000 to the victim. 

43

44 (c) A religious group must provide documentation of proof of recognition of their group in order

45 to not be prosecuted. 

46

47 (d) If the ruling is in the favor of the fired employee, the person(s) is allowed to return to work at

48 the company, immediately. If the employee does not return to work after 7 days of the verdict

49 the employee will not be employed by the company thereafter. 

50

51 (e) If there is not enough evidence to prove that the employer fired the individual because of

52 the person(s)'s sexuality, but there is enough evidence to prove that the employee was unfairly

53 fired, the jury may rule that the person(s) is allowed to return to work without a fine to the

54 employer.
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55

56 SECTION 3. AND IT BE FURTHER ENACTED, THAT this act shall take in effect January 1,

57 2015.
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